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Overview 

•  What is a smart grid? 
–  What do customers know about Smart Grids 

•  What do they know about existing energy system? 
•  How do customers react to Smart Grids 

–  Are they willing to participate? 
–  Are they able to participate? 
–  What works well? 

•  And what doesn’t? 
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What is a Smart Grid? 
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Korean Smart Grid Institute: “A Smart Grid refers to a next-generation network that integrates 
information technology (Smart) into the existing power grid (Grid) to optimise energy efficiency 
through a two-way exchange of electricity information between suppliers and consumers in real-
time.  Building a Smart Grid can induce reasonable energy consumption, enable the provision of 
high-quality energy, and provide a wide array of added services.  Since Smart Grids are open 
systems, it is more feasible to incorporate into them clean, green technologies such as renewable 
energy and electric vehicles.” 

European Technology Platform 

US Energy Independence and Security Act (2007) 

UK Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) 

IEA Smart Grid Roadmap (2011) 

Korean Smart Grid Institute 

European Technology Platform: “an electricity network that can intelligently integrate the 
actions of all users connected to it – generators, consumers and those that do both – in order 
to efficiently deliver sustainable, economic and secure electricity supplies.  
.. 
Smart Grids deployment must include not only technology, market and commercial 
considerations, environmental impact, regulatory framework, standardization usage, ICT 
(Information & Communication Technology) and migration strategy but also societal 
requirements and governmental edicts.” 
 

What is a Smart Grid? 
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US Energy Independence and Security Act (2007): “The goal is to use advanced, 
information based technologies to increase power grid efficiency, reliability, and flexibility and 
reduce the rate at which additional utility infrastructure needs to be built.” 

Korean Smart Grid Institute: “A Smart Grid refers to a next-generation network that integrates 
information technology (Smart) into the existing power grid (Grid) to optimise energy efficiency 
through a two-way exchange of electricity information between suppliers and consumers in real-
time.  Building a Smart Grid can induce reasonable energy consumption, enable the provision of 
high-quality energy, and provide a wide array of added services.  Since Smart Grids are open 
systems, it is more feasible to incorporate into them clean, green technologies such as renewable 
energy and electric vehicles.” 

European Technology Platform 

US Energy Independence and Security Act (2007) 

UK Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) 

IEA Smart Grid Roadmap (2011) 

Korean Smart Grid Institute 

What is a Smart Grid? 
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UK Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC): “A Smart Grid is likely to have the 
following characteristics: 
 - Observable: ability to view wide range of operational indicators in real time; 
 - Controllable: ability to manage and optimise the power system to a far greater extent than today; 
 - Automated: ability of the network to make certain demand response decisions; and 
 - Fully integrated: integrated and compatible with existing systems.” 

Korean Smart Grid Institute: “A Smart Grid refers to a next-generation network that integrates 
information technology (Smart) into the existing power grid (Grid) to optimise energy efficiency 
through a two-way exchange of electricity information between suppliers and consumers in real-
time.  Building a Smart Grid can induce reasonable energy consumption, enable the provision of 
high-quality energy, and provide a wide array of added services.  Since Smart Grids are open 
systems, it is more feasible to incorporate into them clean, green technologies such as renewable 
energy and electric vehicles.” 

European Technology Platform 

US Energy Independence and Security Act (2007) 

UK Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) 

IEA Smart Grid Roadmap (2011) 

Korean Smart Grid Institute 

What is a Smart Grid? 
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IEA Smart Grid Roadmap (2011): “A Smart Grid is an electricity network that uses digital and 
other advanced technologies to monitor and manage the transport of electricity from all 
generation sources to meet the varying electricity demands of end-users.  Smart Grids co-
ordinate the needs and capabilities of all generators, grid operators, end-users and electricity 
market stakeholders to operate all parts of the system as efficiently as possible, minimising 
costs and environmental impacts while maximising system reliability, resilience and stability.” 

Korean Smart Grid Institute: “A Smart Grid refers to a next-generation network that integrates 
information technology (Smart) into the existing power grid (Grid) to optimise energy efficiency 
through a two-way exchange of electricity information between suppliers and consumers in real-
time.  Building a Smart Grid can induce reasonable energy consumption, enable the provision of 
high-quality energy, and provide a wide array of added services.  Since Smart Grids are open 
systems, it is more feasible to incorporate into them clean, green technologies such as renewable 
energy and electric vehicles.” 

European Technology Platform 

US Energy Independence and Security Act (2007) 

UK Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) 

IEA Smart Grid Roadmap (2011) 

Korean Smart Grid Institute 

What is a Smart Grid? 
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Korean Smart Grid Institute: “A Smart Grid refers to a next-generation network that integrates 
information technology (Smart) into the existing power grid (Grid) to optimise energy efficiency 
through a two-way exchange of electricity information between suppliers and consumers in real-
time.  Building a Smart Grid can induce reasonable energy consumption, enable the provision of 
high-quality energy, and provide a wide array of added services.  Since Smart Grids are open 
systems, it is more feasible to incorporate into them clean, green technologies such as renewable 
energy and electric vehicles.” 

European Technology Platform 

US Energy Independence and Security Act (2007) 

UK Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) 

IEA Smart Grid Roadmap (2011) 

Korean Smart Grid Institute 
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European Technology Platform 

US Energy Independence and Security Act (2007) 

UK Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) 

IEA Smart Grid Roadmap (2011) 

Korean Smart Grid Institute 

What is a Smart Grid? 



The Future? 

Many potential ‘pathways’ 
•  De-carbonisation of electricity supply 

–  Renewable generation 
–  Nuclear generation 
–  Carbon capture and storage 
–  Distributed generation 

•  De-carbonisation of heating & transport 
–  Heat pumps 
–  Electric Vehicles 
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Maintaining 
balance of supply 
and demand will 
become 
increasingly more 
challenging in the 
future 



The Issue 
Balancing Supply and Demand 
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Across seasons In real time 

Energy balancing System balancing 



A new way of thinking 
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"We can't solve problems by 
using the same kind of thinking 
we used when we created them." 

Albert Einstein 



Why is Smart Grid needed? 
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Successful Smart Grids? 

•  One of the many requirements: 
–  Customers as active participants 

•  how much energy they use 
•  when they use energy 
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Electrical 
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Smart appliances 

Home energy manager Smart meter 

In house display 

Controllable 
thermostat 

Micro-generation 

Electric Vehicles 

More complex tariffs 

The Interaction of Smart Grids and Consumers 

Smart Phone 
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Source: Network 2012 Conference.  Commissioned by EA Technology and the Electricity Networks Association.  Youtube. 

“A View from the Street” 



“A View from the Street”  
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No, I don’t know who ensures 
electricity gets to my home.  

Electricity network operator? No I don’t 
know who that is. 
Is it the person who “rips me off”? 

Would I reduce my 
consumption if it meant my 
bills were reduced? 
Wouldn’t everyone! 

As for controlling my energy 
use, I’m not sitting in a cold 
house.  Nobody controls 
when I use energy 



PG&E California 

•  A programme to roll-out Smart Meters to around 
10 million customers. 

•  Features of meter/ roll-out: 
–  Automatic meter reading, no disruption to 

customers from meter readers 
–  Customers can access consumption data online 
–  Introduced the possibility of ToU pricing 



PG&E California: Timeline 
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2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Roll-out 
begins in 
Bakersfield, 
California 
 

Opposition to smart meters 
increases 
 - increased bills 
 -  privacy / safety concerns 
 

Class action filed by 
Bakersfield residents 
 

Independent consultants report 
“did not identify systemic issues in 
the measuring and billing of 
electric usage within PG&E’s 
SmartMeter system 



PG&E California: What Happened? 

•  Consultants concluded that: 
–  July 2009 was much hotter than July 2008 in Bakersfield- 

Customers used more energy in a single billing period than before 
–  In 2001, “inverted tier rate” system introduced- once consumption is 

higher than a baseline, each unit becomes more expensive.  Aimed 
to reduce consumption by largest users. 

–  Hot July 2009 meant people were exposed to this for the first time- 
using more units, and paying more for each one  Increased bills 

–  PG&E customer service didn’t explain the issue when customers 
complained 
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PG&E California: Timeline 
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2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Roll-out 
begins in 
Bakersfield, 
California 
 

Opposition to smart meters 
increases 
 - increased bills 
 -  privacy / safety concerns 
 

Class action filed by 
Bakersfield residents 
 

Independent consultants report 
“did not identify systemic issues in 
the measuring and billing of 
electric usage within PG&E’s 
SmartMeter system 

PG&E provide option for 
customers to opt-out 
 - for a fee 
 



PG&E California: Lessons learnt 

•  Customers’ 
understanding of their 
tariffs needs to be 
considered 

•  Customers’ concerns 
(increased bills / health / 
privacy) need to be 
quickly addressed 

October 2012 



ETSA Utilities 

•  A series of Direct Load Control (DLC) trials in 
Southern Australia from March 2006 onwards 

•  Issues to be addressed: 
–  The cost-effectiveness of DLC control technologies 
–  Customer receptivity and take-up  
–  Load reduction impacts (as compared to projections) 
–  Impact of cycling on air-conditioning operation 
–  Customer comfort 
–  Customer satisfaction 
–  The willingness of customers to stay on the program 
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ETSA Utilities: Timeline 
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Phase 1 (Completed March 2006) 
•  20 customers 
•  DLC of residential air-con 
•  Customers didn’t experience a reduction 

in comfort levels 
•  Control was successful 
•  17% reduction in peak demand 

Phase 2 (Summer 06/07 and 07/08) 
•  Began with a “Beat the Peak” marketing/ education program 
•  $100 cash incentive 
•  1,691 residential air-con units 
•  Change in community attitude detected: Open to new ways 

of thinking about power and managing peak demand 

Phase 3 (Summer 09/10) 
•  Expanded geography of trial to areas which 

are more reliant on air-con for cooling 
•  Average load reduction per unit dependant 

on location (0.45kW vs. 1.34kW) 

Source: ETSA Utilities Demand Management Program- Interim Report 3.  Available from: http://www.etsautilities.com.au/
public/download.jsp?id=11891 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 



ETSA Utilities: Lessons learnt 

•  Air-conditioning could be 
interrupted without affecting 
the comfort of the occupants 

•  Response provided per unit 
highly dependant on house 
type/ geography of area 

•  Need to consider 
‘inconvenience’ to customer 
–  e.g. during installation 

Change in attitude – 
supply side should no 
longer be solely 
responsible for 
balancing demand. 



Storage Heaters:  
Designed for the electricity system or for consumers? 
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Storage heater charging 
~ 15GW capacity 
~ 130GWh/day total storage capacity  

Avoiding wastage could reduce energy 
consumption by 20% and reduce energy 
costs by 25% 



Conclusions 
•  Successful delivery of Smart Grids depends on 

interaction of many stakeholders 
–  Including customers 

•  Customers as active participants? 
–  Need to focus on the factors that impact on 

customers willingness and ability to embrace new 
technologies and initiatives that enable their use of 
energy to be actively managed 
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Task 23: The role of the demand side 
in delivering effective Smart Grids 

TECHNOLOGY TOOLS

POLICY

CUSTOMER

SMART GRID

TECHNOLOGY TOOLS

POLICY

CUSTOMER

TECHNOLOGY TOOLS

POLICY

CUSTOMER

TECHNOLOGY TOOLS

POLICY

CUSTOMER

SMART GRID

Technology: 
•  Smart meter 

•  In-home display 
•  Smart appliances 

 

Policy: 
•  Smart meter standards 

•  Smart appliance standards 
•  Mandate for Time of Use tariffs 

•  Market structure 
•  Settlement arrangements 

•  Billing arrangements 
 

Tools: 
•  Time of Use Tariff 
•  Energy services 

•  Demand aggregation 
•  Energy advice 



Questions / Comments 

Linda Hull 
linda.hull@eatechnology.com 
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